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We believe that our activities should achieve
positive outcomes for our clients and business
partners, the community, and our employees.
We champion social inclusion and cohesion.
Our focus on generating social value
is balanced with socio-economic and
socio-environmental impacts.
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Embedding social value into design
We are committed to good design that maximises social benefits for the communities in which our projects
are based. We aim to create sustainable solutions from the outset, engaging with all stakeholders and
driving social improvements including access, connectivity and transport, inclusion, health and wellbeing,
amenity and biodiversity.
We have experience in demonstrating the generation of social value through our services to Clients via
recognised frameworks such as TOMS, the RIBA Social Value Toolkit or bespoke routes.
We develop long term, mutually beneficial relationships with our Clients and business partners to promote
stability. This long-term approach and stability allows us to invest time in refining and improving our
Services and the Outcomes of projects.
For example, we are retained architects for the UK’s leading provider of free family accommodation at
NHS hospitals, Ronald McDonald House Charities [RMHC]. Our 16-year partnership with RMHC has
resulted in houses of between 26 to 66 bedrooms built adjacent to specialist children's hospitals
throughout the UK. Working with NHS Trusts and third-party stakeholders to endeavour to maximise
design to benefit families.
The 'houses' that we build allow families of seriously ill children to stay close by when they are undergoing
treatment. This helps families to remain together and retain a sense of normality in very stressful times.
Our longstanding partnership with RMHC includes volunteering and fundraising, allowing us a greater
understanding of the charities needs allowing us to drive continual improvement into their built estate.

Volunteering, community involvement
and charity
We volunteer our time and skills to charities and community projects. We support similar minded
organisations and individuals with direct sponsorship and financial contributions.
Our Social Value committee plans regular volunteer and fund-raising activities for various charities. Our
activities vary to promote diverse engagement from active volunteering days and challenges, to ‘craft and
sell’ initiatives and national campaigns such as football shirt Friday, onesie Wednesday or wear it pink. We
raise funds for numerous charities. Our activity can be seen in our website News Feed.
We also organise regular blood donation at our local NHS Blood Donor Centre.

Employment, skills & education
We actively invest in the future of our industry with commitment of our time, energy and knowledge into
the education of Architecture’s next generation.
We have a strong culture of continued learning and development including, mentoring, coaching and a
continuing professional development programme (CPD) working towards professional chartership.
Ongoing professional development is supported by:
+ an appraisal process that is valued and believed in, being used to cultivate professional
development plans for all
+ a well-established In-house CPD Programme
+ clear routes to progression
+ links with RIBA and CIAT
+ student Pledges and support of an in-house RIBA examiner
+ support with Chartered Membership to CIAT, including mock interviews and workshops
+ payment of all professional fees (ARB, RIBA & CIAT).

We provide:
+ work placements for a range of students
+ attendance at a range of career fairs in schools, colleges and universities
+ opportunities for apprentice positions within the practice
+ clear commitments to architectural students training with us via Part I and Part II pledges
+ tutoring for undergraduates at the Manchester School of Architecture
+ volunteered examiners to the RIBA Professional Qualifications process
+ skilled employment opportunities with good renumeration and benefits
+ continued learning and development including mentoring, coaching, a continued professional
development [CPD] program and support to professional chartership status

wellbeing and work-life balance
As one team, we look after each other’s wellbeing. As a responsible and progressive employer, we offer:
+ access to an Employee Assistance Plan and Mental Health First Aiders
+ assess to wellbeing training
+ monthly activities to promote wellbeing
+ a considerate colleague charter
+ flexible working
+ daily fruit to all employees
+ discounted Gym Membership
+ support and nurturing needed to thrive

We are supporting members of the Architects Mental Wellbeing Forum and members of the
Greater Manchester Good Employment Charter Supporters Network. We have achieved silver
Investor In People [IIP] Health and Wellbeing Award and are working towards gold accreditation.

Equality & diversity (EDI, Equity Diversity
and Inclusion
We are at our best when we can bring our whole self to work. We value, celebrate and embrace our
diverse workforce. We recognise that everyone’s needs are different and aim to respond accordingly, so
that all employees and job applicants are given equal opportunity and that our organisation is
representative of all sections of society. We are signatories to the RIBA Inclusion Charter and are
developing a 3 year Equality, Diversity and Inclusive Action Plan.
We are proud of our initiatives such as flexible working, part time roles, job shares and a supportive
environment which aims to create a workforce that is diverse, promotes positivity, and instils a can-do
attitude in everyone, no matter their background or characteristics. All employees are given help and

encouragement to develop their full potential and utilise their unique talents.
Line managers receive training on equality and diversity and all employees are aware of their
responsibilities and what they can do to create a work environment which contributes to a culture that we
are all proud to be part of.

Supporting local business
We endeavour to:
+ use a supply chain founded on small local business and SME’s
+ make decisions that are not solely based on price
+ pay all sub-consultants and suppliers within the agreed payment terms following receipt of invoice
+ encourage our Clients to consider value based on factors beyond just cost
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